
Academic Writing for (Natural) Sciences
Magdalena Anna Rogozinska

Week 3. Research Report. Writing the Introduction 



•How do writers normally start the Introduction?

•What type of information should be in my 

Introduction, and in what order? 

•How do writers normally end the Introduction?
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The Introduction

•Do you think the format of the Introduction is rigid 

or flexible?

•How does it differ from the literature review?

•How many paragraphs should the Introduction 

have? Is it a set number?
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•The Introduction has a fairly standardised format 

that you need to follow.

•Don’t confuse it with the literature review-you 

don’t provide a long, exhaustive review of the 

general topic here but you must focus on the 

specific hypothesis/aims of your study.

•It is quite short-usually 3 paragraphs long (2-5).
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Background information 

Knowledge gap 
(unknown 

information)

Hypothesis, 
question, purpose 

statement

Approach, 
plan of 
attack, 

proposed 
solution

Annesley TM. “It was a cold and rainy night.” Set the scene with a good introduction. Clinical
Chemistry. May 2010 56: 708-713. Figure 1.
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1. What’s known

2. What’s unknown (gaps and limitations in previous 

studies)

3. Your question(s), hypothesis, aim(s)

4. Your experimental approach

5. Why your experimental approach is new, 

different, important (fills in the gaps)

Mimi Zeiger. Essentials of Writing Biomedical Research Papers, McGraw Hill Professional, 
1999.
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Try to divide these sections into paragraphs:

1. What’s known

2. What’s unknown (gaps and limitations in previous 

studies)

3. Your question(s), hypothesis, aim(s)

4. Your experimental approach

5. Why your experimental approach is new, 

different, important (fills in the gaps)

Mimi Zeiger. Essentials of Writing Biomedical Research Papers, McGraw Hill Professional, 
1999.
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1. What’s known Paragraph 1.

2. What’s unknown (gaps and limitations in previous 

studies) Paragraph 2

3. Your question(s), hypothesis, aim(s) Paragraph 

3

4. Your experimental approach Paragraph 3

5. Why your experimental approach is new, 

different, important (fills in the gaps) Paragraph 

3

Mimi Zeiger. Essentials of Writing Biomedical Research Papers, McGraw Hill Professional, 
1999.
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General tips for writing the Introduction

1. Try to write short, concise paragraphs.

2. Have awareness of your readers; don’t 

make the language too technical.

3. Provide a smooth transition from what is 

known to what is unknown.
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Question

/Hypothesis



4. Emphasise the importance of your study 

(how it fills in the gaps). Be specific how 

your study contributes the literature. 

5. Explicitly state your research 

question/aim/hypothesis.
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5. Use short, explicit phrases, e.g.

Our aim was…

We asked whether…

We tested the hypothesis that…
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Do not answer the 
research question at this 
stage! Don’t put results or 
implications of your results



Summarise literature at a 
high level.

…but what does it mean?
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• Leave out specific details of all the studies 
you have read for the discussion

• Don’t try to address just one study or a 
particular author

• Mention only the most relevant 
trends/studies related to your research 
question/hypothesis
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In Sentence 1 ‘Polylactide (PLA) has 

received much attention in recent 

years due to its biodegradable properties, 

which offer important economic benefits’ 

the writer establishes the importance 

of this research topic.
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What if I don’t have the confidence to say 
that my research is important?

•Don’t be shy to state why your research is 

important.

•Think about your research holistically. The 

research findings might be useful for other 

scientists/general public even from a different 

field.

•If your research is really not important, why have 

you done it?
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In Sentence 2  ‘ PLA is a polymer 

obtained from corn and is 

produced by the polymerisation of 

lactide’  the writer provides 

general  background 

information for the reader .
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Why do research articles often begin with 
accepted or established facts?
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To prepare the reader for reading 
the article by ensuring they share 
the same background information



What kind of facts should I include in the 
introduction and which facts should I start with?

•Is the subject of your research wide of narrow?

•How much is known about it?

•Do your readers have a broad knowledge about 

this subject?

•Is your paper likely to attract a wider audience or 

only experts in your field?

•Can my background facts come from my own 

research?  
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Finish the sentences

•If the readers have an extensive knowledge about 

this subject, I can start with general/specific facts.

•If the readers have a limited knowledge about this 

subject, I can start with general/specific facts.

•If my paper is likely to attract a wider audience, I 

will start with general/specific facts.

•If my paper is not likely to attract a wider 

audience, I will start with general/specific facts.
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Answers

•If the readers have an extensive knowledge about 

this subject, I can start with general/specific 

facts.

•If the readers have a limited knowledge about this 

subject, I can start with general/specific facts.

•If my paper is likely to attract a wider audience, I 

will start with general/specific facts.

•If my paper is not likely to attract a wider 

audience, I will start with general/specific facts.
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I have some general background facts and I don’t 
know which one to start with. What should I do?

• Start with the most general one you think your audience will 

be familiar with.

• Gradually progress to more specific information.

• Make sure the readers have a general picture before you 

offer them details.

• Link the sentences well together so that your readers can 

follow your thoughts.

• Don’t overestimate your readers’ knowledge. You are an 

expert in your field but they may not know as much as you 

do (especially if you write to the general audience).
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If you are still puzzled how to begin your 

introduction, try to scrutinize the title of 

your research. You could define the 

words/terminology included in your title. 
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How about starting to describe the problem I intend 
to solve/address? Is that what other researchers 
do?

•Theoretically you can but it’s not common practice 

to do so. Why do you think that is the case?

•It is not common practice because it is not always 

possible to clearly define the problem before your 

readers are provided with background information. 
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Sentence 3

‘PLA has many possible uses in 

the biomedical field  and has also 

been investigated as a potential 

engineering material’ 2,3.

The writer does the same as in Sentences 1 

and 2, but in a more specific/detailed way, 

using research references to support both the 

background facts and the claim for 

significance . 
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Don’t the research references mean that this 
is part of the literature review?

•No, it’s still part of the background to 

general research in this area.

•The short literature review which is 

generally found in the Introduction of a 

research article comes later, and is more 

likely to deal with individual studies and 

their methods or results.
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Do I need to include references if it’s only 
the background?

•Yes, you don’t want to be accused of 

plagiarism.

•Your readers can go to the provided 

sources and look for more information.

•If you don’t provide references, it may 

mean that you haven’t read the relevant 

literature.
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What order should I mention them in? Who 
comes first and who comes last?

You must find a way to arrange the references. 
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chronological order

different 
approaches/theories/models

general/specific



Sentence 4

4 However, it has been found to be 

too weak under impact to be used 

commercially 4. 

The writer describes the general 

problem area or the current research 

focus of the field . 
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Do I need to keep this general description of the 
problem area or current research focus brief?

•Yes, it is advisable to keep it short and not 

overload the readers with too much information at 

this stage. Also, if you start going into details, you 

will be tempted to provide more and more 

information which doesn’t belong to this section.

•If something is a well-known problem, do I need to 

provide a reference?

•No, if something is a well-known problem, you will 

not be obliged to provide references but make sure 

it is a really well-known problem.
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Sentence 6

•One way to toughen polymers is to 

incorporate a layer of rubber particles 

and there has been extensive 

research regarding the rubber 

modification of PLA. 

The writer provides a transition between the 

general problem area and the literature 

review.
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Do I need to provide references of the 
previous and the current research studies?

Yes, even though sentence 6 is only a 

transition, you need to have relevant 

references.
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Sentence 7

For example, Penney et al. showed that PLA 

composites could be prepared using blending 

techniques (6)  and more recently, Hillier (7)  

established the toughness of such composites’ (7).

The writer  provides a brief overview of key 

research projects in this area .
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When should a research reference come in 
the middle of the sentence?

For example, Penney et al. showed that PLA composites could 

be prepared using blending techniques (6)  and more 

recently, Hillier (7)  established the toughness of such 

composites’ (7).

To avoid confusion when you refer to more 

than one study in one sentence

If the citation reference only refers to part 

of your sentence
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Sentence 7

•However, although the effect of the rubber 

particles on the mechanical properties of 

copolymer systems was demonstrated over two 

years ago, little attention has been paid to the 

selection of an appropriate rubber component. 

The writer  describes a gap in the research .
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This is the moment you begin to introduce the 

purpose of your paper and the specific problem 

you will deal with, and in order to do this it is 

necessary to create a research space.

How can you do it?

By describing a problem in the previous research 

By indicating that there is a gap in the research.
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Which signalling connector would you use?

However, although the effect of the rubber 

particles on the mechanical properties of 

copolymer systems was demonstrated over two 

years ago, little attention has been paid to the 

selection of an appropriate rubber component. 
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Can I create a research space by asking a 
question?

It is unusual. Writers normally state it as a 

prediction or a hypothesis which you 

intend to test.
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Is it ok to point out problems with previous 
research?

•Yes!!! That might be the reason why you 

have done your research: to make a 

contribution with a better 

sample/methodology/wider knowledge of 

the subject matter, etc.

•However, always try to be polite when you 

point out limitations of other people’s work.
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Sentence 8

The present paper presents a set of 
criteria for selecting such a 
component.

The writer describes the paper 
itself.
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Now it’s time to move to present 

work. You can describe it, say what its 

purpose or focus is, give its structure 

or a combination of these. 
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‘On the basis of these criteria it then 

describes the  preparation of a set of 

polymer blends using PLA and a 

hydrocarbon rubber(PI). ’  

The writer gives details about the 

methodology reported in the paper.
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Tip
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Don’t go into too much detail as 
you will run out of ideas for the 

Methods (Methodology) or 
Results section.



‘This combination of two mechanistically distinct 

polymerisations formed a novel copolymer in which 

the incorporation of PI significantly increased 

flexibility.’ 

The writer announces the findings . 
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Generally, we 
can divide the 
Introduction 

into four
main parts:



1 establish the importance of your field 

provide background facts/information  (possibly from research)  

define the terminology in the title/key words  

present the problem area/current research focus

2 previous and/or current research and contributions

3 locate a gap in the research  describe the problem 

you will address present a prediction to be tested

4 describe the present paper
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Vocabulary

1. a growth in popularity, a dramatic increase, an essential element, 
nowadays, much study in recent years, one of the best known, 
over the past ten years, typically, one of the best known, a rapid 
rise, a key technique, 

2 assume, attempt, carry out, categorise, discuss, enhance, 
establish, put forward, recommend, measure, observe, model, 
undertake, study, utilise, propose, predict

3 impractical, improbable, inaccurate, inadequate, impractical, 
improbable, inaccurate, inadequate, impractical, improbable, 
inaccurate, inadequate, impractical, improbable, inaccurate, 
inadequate

4 (to) present, (to) reveal, (to) manage to,(to) minimise, (to) 
offer, (to) outline, overview, close attention is paid to here, 
objective,  purpose14 January 2019 47



Let’s look at some samples and identify 
these components.  
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Part Two: vocabulary 
and grammar for 

writing the 
Introduction



Grammar. Tenses
Present Simple, Present Continuous, Present Perfect, Past 
Simple

• Look at the samples and identify the tenses in which the sentences 

are written

• If the research finding have a status of a fact, use Present Simple, 

e.g

• Because the atomic force microscope (AFM) (Binnig et al., 1986) 

makes it possible to image surfaces in liquids, it has become an 

important tool for studying biological samples (Drake et al., 1989).
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Grammar

If you are describing a temporary 

situation, use Present Continuous 

e.g.

Recent developments in this field have 

lead researchers to consider new ways 

to do this. Such methods are 

showing (have been showing) good 

results. 
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Present Simple/Past Simple

•Sometimes both sentences are correct but 

the meaning will be different. Compare:

•We found that the pressure increases as 

the temperature rises, which indicates

that temperature plays a significant role in 

the process 

•We found that the pressure increased as 

the temperature rose, which indicated

that temperature played a significant role 

in the process.14 January 2019 52



•Present Simple communicates that you believe 

your findings and deductions are strong enough  to 

be considered as general truths or facts.

•Present Simple communicates that you only talk 

about the results of your study and your 

findings/deductions don’t have the foundation to 

be seen as facts/truths. Perhaps other researchers 

will get different results. 
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Past Simple/Present Perfect

Compare the two sentences:

I did my experiment.

I have done my experiment.

What is the main difference between them? 

The most important difference is the relevance (or 

lack of it) to the situation now. 
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For example, Penney et al. showed that 

PLA composites could be prepared using 

blending techniques and more recently, 

Hillier established the toughness of such 

composites. However, although the effect of 

the rubber particles on the mechanical 

properties of copolymer systems was

demonstrated over two years ago, little 

attention has been paid to the selection of 

an appropriate rubber component. 
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For example, Penney et al. showed that 

PLA composites could be prepared using 

blending techniques and more recently, 

Hillier established the toughness of such 

composites. However, although the effect of 

the rubber particles on the mechanical 

properties of copolymer systems was

demonstrated over two years ago, little 

attention was paid to the selection of an 

appropriate rubber component. 
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•Thank you for your attention
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